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How is an Embedded Reading created? 

1.  TOP-DOWN:  Take an authentic or original text and pare it down by 

 Removing 1-3 sentences/clauses per inch of the reading ….without falsifying the piece. 

 Repeat until you have reached the base reading.  

 

2. BOTTOM-UP:  Take a skeleton/base story and build it up. 

 Create base story using target structure(s). 

 Insert details/additional information in order to create additional levels. 
 

What type of text is appropriate for creating a Top-Down Reading? 

Embedded Readings can be made from (or into) many types of texts: 

 

Short stories                          News articles                            Novellas/Novels                                Song lyrics                                    

Notes/Letters                       Legends                                     Blogs                                                  Conversations                         

Emails                                   Poetry                                       Comic books                                       Plays                                       

Biographies                           Essays                                       Children’s books                                 and more…. 

 

Evaluation Template   for   TOP-DOWN Embedded Readings 

Article/Text 
URL 

 

Topic/Unit  
 

Easily 
Understood 
Vocabulary 
And  
Phrases 

 

 
 
Cognates 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Possible 
“Target” 
Vocab and  
Phrases 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
Extra 
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Is the level of difficulty of the original text important?    YES!!!   

 
When evaluating which texts to adapt for students who are in their first 2-3 years as readers, look for text that:   

  is “heavy” on highly familiar words and structures. 

  is “heavy’ on cognates. 

  contains high-frequency target structures. 

  uses synonyms of highly-familiar words or structures. 

  has a narrow cultural/political/historical focus. 

  discusses a topic of high interest to the reader. 

 

The purpose of creating the Embedded Reading is to make the text ACCESSIBLE, so it is important to start with a text that is not 

significantly above the comprehension level of the readers. 

 

What do the different versions of an Embedded Reading look like? 

A. Base Story/Reading 

 Has 3-10 sentences for every year of study in the language. 

 Should be comprehensible to all students. 

 Needs a character, a situation and at least one action.  

 Does NOT need details nor an ending/solution. 

B. Subsequent Versions 

 Insert/Replace 1-3 details or new pieces of information per inch of the readings. 

 Insert/Replace a variety of elements:  adjectives/adverbs, interjections, questions, dialogue etc. 

 Insert/Replace pieces of varying levels of difficulty. 

C.  Final Version 

 Contains the final key/surprise/punch line to the story. 

 Does not have to be the “original” version if created Top-Down. 

What are student-generated Embedded Readings? 
 

A.  From Students’ Writings 

1. Students write on the same topic or using a similar template or base story.  (Can be done in groups/pairs as well.) 

2. Teacher collects students’ work. 

3. Teacher arranges students’ work from Simple to Complex. 

4. Teacher creates Base Reading from Simple pieces. 

5. Teacher adds details added from Complex pieces to create additional versions. 

 

B.  From a Class Story 

1. Teacher provides the Base Reading. 

2. Teacher asks class for details and new information.  (while story-asking ) 

3. Teacher creates additional versions w/ this information.  (Student notes or illustrations help teacher to 

recall details.) 

4. Teacher can combine details from several classes to create the more complex versions of the reading 

 

C. From Students’ Base Story Ideas 

1. Teacher provides a list of target words/structures.   (2-5 works best) 

2. Students create a short base story.  (3-10 sentences are fine.) 

3. Teacher uses these as the basis for base story ideas for activities A and B above. 

The most interesting stories to students are the ones created with their ideas!!   Then they are not just reading for new information, 

but also reading to see where their own ideas are used!   (This applies to non-fiction as well as fiction writing by students.) 
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